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PREFACE 

The Apollo Lunar Surface Experiment Package program levies unique 

operation concepts and support requirements on the remote sites, communi

cation facilities and the Mission Control Center. This a reference docu

ment for those who require a knowledge of how the Manned Space Flight 

Network and the Mission Control Center is configured in support of Apollo 

Lunar Surface Experiment Package. It is the objective of this doucment 

to provide an explanation of the ALSEP experiments and of the ground 

network data flow. This accomplished by describing the operation of both 

software and hardware systems that are involved in providing the various 

require ALSEP display/control functions. 

Comments and questions concerning this doucment are solicited and 

should be brought to the attention of Mr. E. H. Clark, Data Systems 

Integration Section/Systems Engineering Branch, at 713-483-2603. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1.0 Apollo Lunar Surface Experiment Package 

The Apollo Lunar Surface Experiment Package (ALSEP) is a series of 

scientific experiments and support subsystems which will be deployed on 

the lunar surface during Apollo lunar landings. These experiments will 

be used to investigate and determine the composition and structure of the 

lunar surface, interior, and environment. The ALSEP will be installed in 

subpackages which will be mounted in the Scientific Equipment (SEQ) bay 

of the Lunar Module (LM), and will be mounted adjacent to the SEQ on the 

exterior of the LM. After landing on the lunar surface, the astronauts 

will remove the ALSEP from the LM, deploy instruments, and subsystems, and 

activate the power subsystem. The astronauts will then verify, with the 

Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN), that the receiving, processing, and 

power supply subsystems are operational. 

Four ALSEP's have been built for deployment during the first four 

lunar landings. ALSEP 2, which was modified and redesignated Early 

Apollo Scientific Experiment Payload (EASEP), and was deployed during the 

first lunar landing. The remaining three ALSEP's will be assigned to 

specific Apollo missions at a later date. 

The ALSEP will be used to measure lunar physical and environmental 

characteristics and relay these data to receiving stations on Earth. 

This data will then be used to derive information on the composition and 

structure of the lunar body, magnetic field, atmosphere, and the solar 

wind. Each ALSEP is a self-contained unit designed to transmit lunar 



selenophysical information to Earth via S-Band frequencies for periods 

of up to two years. (After two years, automatic shutdown will occur.) 

The unit consists of a Radiosotope Thermal Generator (RTG) power supply 

for ALSEP, solar array power supply for EASEP, central station, and the 

following experiments: 

Deployment Array 
Experiment ALSEP Flight Vehicle/Package 

A EASEP B C 
234 

Passive Seismic Experiment 

Active Seismic Experiment 

x x x X 

Lunar Surface Magnometer 

Solar Wind Spectrometer 

Suprathermal Ion Dectector 
Experiment (SIDE) 

Cold Cathode Gauge Experiment (CCGE) MSC 

Heat Flow Experiment 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Charged Particle Lunar Environment 
Experiment X X 

Laser Ranging Retro-Reflector (LRRR) X 

The ALSEP will consist of the following sUbsystems: (1) structure/ 

thermal subsystem, (2) electrical power subsystem, (3) data subsystem, 

(4) Apollo hand tools, and (5) the experiment subsystems in varying com

binations for each flight. 

2 
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Commands will be initiated from MCC by the appropriate flight control 

console by thumbwheel selection of three numerical digits, and the sub

sequent depression of an Execute PBI, or by the Computer Address Matrix 

(CAM) procedure when operating in the FC mode and Mode 1* at the remote 

site. The three digit selection and the depression of the Execute PBI, 

transmitting CMD data between MCC and a MSFN CMD site, can be classed as 

either Command Execute Request (CER) or Computer Execute Function (CEF). 

The CER-type execute initiates the uplink of Real Time Commands (RTC) 

from the Remote Site ALSEP Processor (RSAP) to the ALSEP vehicle/packag~. 

CEF-type executes, do not initiate uplink of command functions, but rather 

instruct the RSAP to perform some specific operation, such as generation 

and transmission to MCC of an inventory summary message. All CER-type 

executes contain an octal three-digit code which specifies the RTC desired 

for uplink. All CEF-type executes contain an octal three-digit code speci

fying the computer function to be performed by the RSAP. 

The CER's or CEF's output high-speed data messages to the RSAP from 

MCC by inserting single subblock messages, containing 30 data bits, 27 

polynomial error protection bits, and three filler bits for a total of 60 

binary bits, which are then packed into 600-bit NASCOM segment for data 

transfer via the Wide Band Data (WBD) facility to GSFC via the 50.0 kbps 

NASA Communication (NASCOM) link. Each 600-bit segment contains 120 header 

information bits and space for 480 command data bits. However, only the 

first 60 of the possible 480 data bits are used by command data messages. 

The 120 header bits provide for communications transfer, routing, descrip

tion, and control of command data throughout the network. Only one execute 

*Refer to RSAP processing page 13 
10 



message is transferred from MCC ALCS to the MSFN site as a result of the 

FC command execution. 

2.2 Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) 

The GSFC receives the high-speed 600-bit block via the NASCOM system 

50.0 Kbps wideband data lines from MCC. The 600-bit block enters GSFC thru 

a 303C Kbps modem whi ch routes the command data to a Polynomi aT Buffer Terminal 

(PBT). The PBT checks the 33-bits of polynomial error protection on the 

600-bit block and if no data error exists, the PBT strips the polynomial 

and transfers the data to the GSFC 494 Communication Processor (CP) computer. 

The GSFC CP strips the header portion (first 60 bits) of the NASCOM 

segment and repacks the first 60 bits of the 480-bit data portion of the 

NASCOM segment into 10-bit bytes. Preceeding the 60 bits of data extracted 

from the data portion of the NASCOM segment, the GSFC adds two 8-bit sync 

words, one 8-bit Start of Message (SOM) word, one 8-bit Length of Count 

(LOC) word, and adds one 10-bit End of Message (EOM) following the data. 

The CP transfers the highspeed data format in parallel to the Commu

nication Line Terminal (CLT). The serial output of the CLT is routed to 

a 205B modem which transmits the data in a serial stream via 2.4 kbps link 

to the Remote Site. 

2.3 Remote Site Support 

Several of the existing MSFN remote sites will be used in support of 

ALSEP. Normal operations will be handled by the 30-foot RS. However, 

when the Active Seismic Experiment (ASE) is being supported, the three 

85-foot stations will be used in order to obtain better circuit margins 

for the High Bit Rate data. Subsequently, Table 2 denotes the equipment 

stations and equipment configuration. 

11 



ALSEP SUPPORTING STATIONS, lOis, AND ANTENNAS 

USB ANTENNA Cl 0.. 
I--i =::( 

V) 
~ z: 0::: 

MSFN SITE >- LU 0 z: ......J I--i 0.. 
0 ......J CD ......J f- LU 
0::: - =::( - z: - < =::( Cl >- V) u L() ::::> 0 ........ 0::::> f- V) f- ......J 
=::( OJCl (Y) V) (Y) Cl V) ::r: f- =::( 

ASCENSION ACN X 75 X X X 

BERMUDA BDA X 02 X X X 

CARNARVON CRO X 08 X X X 

CANARY ISLAND CYI X 04 X X X 

GUAYMAS GYt~ X 14 X X X 

GOLDSTONE GDS X 28 X X X 

GUAM GW~1 X 24 X X X 

HAWAII HAW X 12 X X X 

HONEYSUCKLE CREEK HSK X 25 X X X 

MERRITT ISLAND MIL X 71 X X X 

MADRID MAD X 23 X X X 

TEXAS TEX X 16 X X X 

Table 1 

12 



The Apollo program when in operation utilizes the (CMD, TLM) 642-B 

computer at each site. The ALSEP program when in operation utilizes one 

of the two computers at each site, which is designated as the Remote Site 

ALSEP Processor (RSAP). The remaining 642-B acts as a backup. The RSAP 

contains both the ALSEP command and telemetry programs. 

The existing Apollo configuration of each RS will basically be the 

same except different USB frequencies will be used for ALSEP and the above 

computer program changes. All telemetry data will be transmitted to GSFC 

on one 2.4 kbps line. Command uplink processing can be initiated either 

from the RS or MCC. 

2.3.1 Command Data Processing 

Action which results in the uplink of CMD data, or determination 

of the status of CMD data within the RSAP can be initiated at either MCC 

or RS. Due to the complexity of the ALSEP system, it is essential to 

define the types of CMD data, the CMD uplink word structure, how the RSAP 

is configured (modes), and how CMD data is enabled for uplink or review. 

The mode that the RSAP is in determines who can access the RSAP. 

The mode can be changed by Computer Address Matrix (CAM) entry. Each RS 

can operate in one of two modes. In Mode 1, CMD uplink can be initiated 

only from the RS via CAM. To change to Mode 2 a CAM input must be made 

at the RS. In Mode 2, only HSD uplink requests will be honored. CAM 

inputs will not be honored. Then the ALSEP program is initialized it 

will be in Mode 2 and also in the FC mode. In the FC mode, inputs from 

the 1232 I/O console which interfere with uplink processing are inhibited. 

13 



In the M&O mode, which can only be entered in Mode 1, the 1232 I/O 

console is enabled, all uplink requests are rejected, and any request 

to change to Mode 2 is rejected. 

Command data is uplinked to the ALSEP flight vehicle/package in 

the form of a 75 bit Real Time Command (RTC). These RTCls are not sub

bit encoded. Each RTC contains an ALSEP vehicle/decoder address, seven 

true data bits, the complement of the data bits, and filler "1" bits to 

makeup the 75 bit RTC. (Refer to the CDFCB for the detailed uplink for

mat structure.) These RTCls are uplinked serially on the 2119 MHz ALSEP 

uplink frequency. Each ALSEP flight vehicle/package contains two redun

dant decoders A and B each of which has a unique address. If one should 

fail RTCls could still be processed by the other. 

All RTCls are stored in permanent storage of the RSAP. There 

are two types of RTC's: normal and critical. Critical RTCls are those 

which would endanger the astronauts or the proper operation of the ALSEP. 

Those RTCls which are not deemed critical are called normal RTCls. In 

general, only normal RTCls are enabled in the RSAP for uplink. Critical 

RTCls are enabled by CAM entry in Mode 1 and M&O mode in groups as they 

are needed. There are four groups which are defined in Section 3.2 of 

the ALSEP CDFCB. When an RTC is enabled, the structure for that RTC is 

duplicated from permanent storage into the uplink storage area. RTC's 

can be cleared from the uplink storage area by RTC CLEAR CAM entry in 

Mode 1 and M&O mode. When an RTC CLEAR is entered the true data bits of 

the appropriate normal RTC or critical RTC group are replaced with a 

dummy data bit pattern in uplink storage. 

14 
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DOWNLINK CHARACTERISTICS 

Normal Bit Rate Contingency Bit Rate ASE Bit Rate 

1060 bits/sec 530 bits/sec 10.6 kbps 
10 bits/word 10 bits/word 20 bits/word 
64 words/frame 64 words/frame 4 subwords/word 
640 bits/frame 640 bits/frame 5 bits/subword 
603.77 ms/frame 1.21 sec/frame 32 words/frame 

640 bits/frame 
.060377 sec/frame 

Most Significant Bit is transmitted first 

Normal bit rate = 10 bits/word X 64 words/frame X .~o~~;m~ec ~ 1060 bits/sec 

Contingency bit rate = 10 bits/word X 64 words/frame X ~ .~~a~c ~ 530 bits/sec 

ASE bit rate 1 frame = 20 bits/word X 32 words/frame X .060377 sec ~ 10600 bits/sec 

ALSEP DOWNLINK MODES 

MODULATION PEAK CARRIER 
MODE BIT RATE TECHNIQUE DEVIATION (Rad) 

01 0.53 KBPS PCM/PM 1.25 +5% 
02 1.06 KBPS PCM/PM 1.25 +5% 
03 10.6 KBPS PCM/PM 1.25 +5% 

Table 2 
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The RSAP (6428 computer) receives the parallel data transfer and 

builds up a five downlink frame buffer for each vehicle. When these 

buffers are full the RSAP begins to fill another set of five-frame buffers 

and the data bits in the first set of buffers are transferred to an out

put buffer which consists of three HSD frames. 

Each HSD frame consists of 240 10-bit words. One HSD frame is out

put per second to MCC via GSFC. To do this the RSAP outputs each format 

in parallel 10-bit words to the Data Transmission Unit (DTU) which 

serializes the data and transmits the data through a 205B data modem 

to GSFC via one 2.4 kbps line. 

The HSD output format for either normal or contingency bit rate data 

is made up of there HSD frames. The HSD format for ASE bit rate consists 

of one HSD frame. The RSAP at normal bit rate periodically transfers a 

static downlink frame to the output buffer to compensate for the time 

difference between input and output rates. In contingency bit rate, 

every other downlink frame transferred to the output buffer contains 

static data. When ASE data is being processed the RSAP reduces the down

linked sample rates to either 106, 17, or 2 samples per second and outputs 

this reduced data in a fixed format to the MCC (refer to the ALSEP 

TDFCB for format definition). Command Analysis Patterns (CAP) are output 

in every HSD frame. 

The telemetry processing ground rules followed by the RSAP are de

scribed below. Live and tape playback data for the same vehicle cannot 

be output in the same format. Any combination of live and playback data 

at normal or contingency bit rates for two vehicles can be output in the 
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same format. However, if no data for the second vehicle are present, 

the slots in the output format for that vehicle will contain fill data. 

The 1232 I/O console is used to change the type of output format. Current 

GMT will be used to time tag live data while the recorded GMT will be 

used for playback data. 

3.2 Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) 

Each 2400-bit frame received at GSFC is checked for proper sync 

code, and data format code. The overhead information is then stripped 

off and the 2400-bit frame is reformatted into five 600-bit segments 

Each segment consist of: 

SYNC WORD 1 
SYNC WORD 2 
SOURCE CODE 

L 

S 

M 

S 

B B 
110000010 
100 1 000 1 1 0 

DESTINATION CODE **SEE HSDF OVERHEAD 
DATA FORMAT CODE CODES 
MESSAGE NO. 

SEGMENT NO. 

STATUS A 

DATA - WORDS 

Counts sequentially from 
"1" to "63." "0" mndicates 
acknowledgement message. 
Accounts for all messages 
Identifies the order of 
blocks within a message 
counts 1 to 5 for each 
HSDF frame. 
Provides status on message 
and segment 
480 bits (48-10) bit data 
words) 
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BITS 

o - 11 

12 - 23 
24 - 31 
32 - 39 
40 - 47 
48 - 53 

54 - 57 

58 - 59 

60 -539* 



ACKNOWLEDGE 
SEQ. NO. 
ZEROS 
STATUS B 

SEQUENCE NO. 

INTER CP CONTROL 
ERROR CONTROL 

Acknowledge receipt of a 
particular block. 

Status relative to acknow
ledge Seq. No. 
Order of block transmission 
per circuit. 

Error polynomial 

540 - 545 

550 - 551 

552 - 557 

558 - 563 
567 - 599 

* On segment 5 bits 492 - 509 will be fill zeroes. Bits 510 - 539 will 
contain five octal forties (100000) as fill. 

** Refer to the ATDFCB 

These segments are then transmitted to MCC via the 50.0 Kbps lines. 

3.3 Mission Control Center (MCC) 

3.3.1 Facility Control Subsystem (FACS) 

All 50.0 kbps wide band lines are patched into the WBD facility at 

MCC. Wide band lines are patched from FACS to the Communication, Command, 

and Telemetry System (CCATS) into the ALCS. 

3.3.2 ALSEP Computer Subsystem (ALCS) TLM Processing 

The NASCOM data block is received at the ALCS. The ALCS will simul-

taneously process a maximum of two ALSEP downlink streams in the normal 

or contingency data rates, but only one downlink in the ASE data rate mode. 

The ALCS will process data from a maximum of two RS simultaneously (e.g., 

ALSEP X and Y from site A and ALSEP X and Y from site B, assuming neither 

ALSEP is transmitting in the ASE data rate mode). The ALCS will not simul

taneously process live and playback data from the same ALSEP. 
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3.3.3 ALes Local Output Formats 

3.3.3.1 Digital-to-Analog Converter Output Formats 

The ALCS outputs to the Digital-to-Analog Converter Interface 

Unit (DACIU) serial continuous stream. The DACIU clocks the data out to 

the DAC unit at a rate which duplicates the timing of the ALSEP commutation 

scheme providing the buffer is loaded in the prescribed manner. The basic 

format of the output buffer for the normal or contingency bit rate is 

described below: 

a. Buffer Length. The length of one cycle of data to be metered 

out to the DAC's is 256 32-bit words. (Refer to the ATDFCB.) 

b. Assignment of Data Samples. There are four outputs for each 

of the 64-downlinked ALSEP words. These words may be addressed such that 

one ALSEP word can be sent to a maximum of four DAC's. The restriction 

on how many DAC's can be addressed with one ALSEP word depends upon the 

parameter required by the particular formats that are selected for the end 

devices. The two ALSEP streams are handled in the output buffer by 

assigning a portion of the four words alloted for each ALSEP downlink 

word to ALSEP A and the Remaining to ALSEP B. 

3.4 ALSEP MCC Data Routing 

The ALSEP data is routed by a portion of the equipment contained in 

the communication Facility Control Subsystem (FACS) and CCATS to the ALCS. 

If the ALCS is in a stand-alone configuration, then ALSEP telemetry and 

command data received or transmitted over the MSFN is routed through FACS 

equipment directly to and from the ALeS. ALSEP command data transfer over 
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the interface between the ALCS and CCATS CPU (CCATS online) is in serial 

format at a rate of 2.4 kbps, and consist of 600-bit messages. 

The basic message format is also used for data transfer between the 

ALCS (refer to the Hardward Section 5.1, page 70) and the FACS interface 

with the MSFN when the CCATS CPU is not online. For either operational 

configuration, the ALCS computer processes inputs, formats, and provides 

ALSEP Command data to CCATS or GSFC. 
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4.0 NASCOM Network Facilities 

The NASCOM network consists of several systems of diversely routed 

full period communications channels leased from various domestic and 

foreign communications common carriers on a worldwide basis. These chan

nels are leased in landlines, submarine cables, and communications satel

lites wherever available, and in hf radio facilities where necessary to 

provide the access links. 

The system consists of both narrow and wideband channels. To the ex

tent possible, channels are diversified on routes available to minimize 

system degradation in the event of communications outages, and in instances 

where necessary, alternate routes or redundancy is provided to meet relia

bility criteria for critical mission operations. 

A primary switching cneter and intermediate switching and control 

points are established to provide centralized facility and technical con

trol, and switching operations under direct NASA control. 

Figure 4 illustrates the approximate geographic location and identi

fies important cable and communications satellite tie points, approximate 

location of the various types of Data Acquisition Network Stations, NASCOM 

Switching Centers, and Mission Control Centers. The design of the network 

evolves from data acquisition station existent, their equipment configura

tion and capabilities, the number and frequency of spacecraft using them 

and the resultant communications load determining the number and type of 

communications channels needed in and out of each site. 
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peripheral CLT equipments. Similarly, as in TTY, message switching is 

accomplished by software operating on routing and other header informa

ti on. 

A significant difference between TTY and high speed message switching 

is that there is no queuing of traffic and no message accounting with the 

basic routing header, unless a special control header is added. The sys

tem is designed strictly for realtime, high speed data operations. The 

switching system delivers data with a maximum delay of 750 ms. The major 

portion of high speed data traffic in the network is in the inward direc

tion (sites to GSFC). The system internal traffic handling capacity and 

major transfer links must be capable of handling all expected active inputs 

simultaneously or inputs must be inhibited or constrained not to exceed 

this capacity to avoid loss of data. Thus, the wide band interface with 

the MCC is designed to handle the maximum simultaneous traffic expected 

within the MSFN. However, the second (redundant, alternately routed) wide 

band channel is available to handle overflow traffic. 

4.4.1 Equipment Configuration 

As described for the TTY automatic switching system, the three 494 

Switching Computer's are arranged for dual standby redundancy with two 

operational systems; one online; the second in constant readiness for 

switching in the event of online system fault; the third is available for 

ALSEP. Switching Computer (SC) interface with 2.4 kbps high speed trans

mission channels in the NASCOM network is accomplished by the communica

tion subsystem which interfaces on the standard da,ta interchange side of 
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5.0 Hardware 

5.1 Mission Control Center (MCC) 

The MCC provides command and control support for all ALSEP missions. 

The system was designed to operate in either a stand alone configuration 

or in a configuration which requires some support from Apollo MCC equip-

ment. 

The ALSEP Interface Subsystem (AIS) is defined as the major communi

cation link between MCC subsystems which will be required for MCC ALSEP 

support. In the stand alone configuration the ALSEP Computer Subsystem 

(ALCS) interfaces directly with the MSFN through the Serial Transmit, Re

ceive, and Encoder Unit (STREU) and Interface Control Unit (ICU). When 

CCATS is active, CCATS will interface with GSFC for ALCS Command traffic.1 

CCATS will interface with ALCS through the ALSEP CCATS Interface Unit 

(ACIU). CCATS will provide message accountability for ALCS. CCATS will 

perform no other data processing for the ALCS. 

The ALCS does all of the realtime ALSEP telemetry data processing 

with the exception of some data reduction that the remote site must do 

on the Active Seismic Experiment (ASE) data. The ALCS performs data pro

cessing necessary to display the data to the appropriate personnel. Analog 

parameters are routed to the Digital-to-Analog Converter Interface Unit 

(DACIU) which in turn selects the proper Digital-to-Analog Converter Units 

(DACU). The DACU converts the digital input to an analog signal and out-

puts it to the proper analog strip chart recorder, seismic recorder, or 
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meters. These DACUls interface with he end display devices through the 

Analog Patch Rack. The ALCS also processes events. These events are 

routed to the Digital Display Driver Interface Unit (DDDIU) which selects 

the proper Digital Display Driver (DOD). The DOD drives the display de

vice to the proper indication. 

The ALCS processes certain telemetry parameters for display via HSP. 

These parameters also drive the DDDls. 

The ALCS receives display requests, Real Time Command (RTC) uplink 

requests, and printer control data from the various console module via the 

ALSEP Computer Input Multiplexer (ALCIM). The RTC uplink requests are 

formatted into a 600-bit block. This block consists of l20-header bits 

(sync, message accountability, destination code, source code, etc.), a 

60-bit command data subblock, and 420-fill bits. If the ALCS is in a 

stand alone configuration, this block is output via the lCU or STREU, Wide 

Band Data switch and a data modem to GSFC. Otherwise the message is 

transferred to CCATS via the AClU. CCATS strips the message cccountability 

data off and replaces it with CCATS message accountability before out

putting the data to GSFC. 

The following will be a description of the MCC hardware. 
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5.1.1 ALSEP Computer Subsystem (ALCS) 

5.1.1.1 IBM 2075 (360/75) Data Processor 

The IBM 2075 Data Processor is the Central Processing Unit (CPU) 

for the Model 360/75. It contains data registers, interconnecting data 

paths, and sequence controls for addressing main storage, instruction 

fectching and communications between main storage and I/O devices. The 

model 360/75 computer cycle time is 195 nanoseconds with any logical 

operation requiring at least two cycles. For example, an operand add 

requires, on an average, 700 nanoseconds or 3.6 computer cycles. In 

general, the average execution time per instruction is one microsecond. 

5.1.1.2 Auxillary Storage 

5.1.1.2.1 MAGNETIC Tape Units 

5.1.1.2.1.1 IBM 2401-3 Magnetic Tape Unit 

The IBM 2~01-3 Magnetic Tape Unit contains one 9-track read/ 

write tape drive with a maximum data rate of 90,000 bytes per second. 

5.1.1.2.1.2 IBM 2403-3 Magnetic Tape Unit and Control 

The IBM 2403-3 Magnetic Tape Unit and Control contains a 

single tape drive and a control unit. The control unit function can 

control up to eight tape drives (including the attached tape drive). The 

model 3 tape drive has nine tracks and has a maximum data rate of 90,000 

bytes per second. 
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5.1.1.2.2 Disk Files 

5.1.1.2.2.1 IBM 2314 Disk Section 

The IBM 2314 Direct Access Storage Facility (DASF) disk file 

section contains nine drives; eight of which can be on line at any time. 

Each drive is an independent unit with operator assignable addresses. 

Twenty recording surfaces and 200 (pl us three alternate) IIcyl inders II with 

a capacity of 7294 bytes per track. This provides a modular capacity 

of over 29 million bytes and a toral of 233 million bytes per DSAF. 

The control unit performs the following functions: 

a. Transforms the data transferred between 2860-2 Selector 

Channel and the disk drives. 

b. Interprets and executes commands from the selector 

channel. 

c. Employs a cyclic code written for each data field to 

ensure accurate transfer of data 

5.1.1.2.3 Large Core Storage 

5.1.1.2.3.1 IBM 2361-2 Core Storage Units 

The IBM 2361-2 Core Storage Unit serves as an extension to 

the main storage and attaches to the Model 360/75 to provide an addi

tional 1,048,567 bytes of storage capacity. The basic 2361-2 storage 

cycle time is 8 microseconds ( 4 microseconds, interleaved). The infor

mation is transferred in units of eight bytes to the 360/75. 
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5.1.1.3 Peripherals 

5.1.1.3.1 IBM 1403-N1 Printer 

The IBM 1403-N1 Printer is capable of printing 132 print posi

tions per line at up to 110 lines per minute. This printer is equipped 

with an IBM 1416-1 Interchangeable Train Cartridge (48 character set). 

5.1.1.3.2 IBM 2540-1 Card Read Punch 

The IBM 2540-1 Card Real Punch can read up to 1000 cards per 

minute and punch up to 300 cards per minute. It attaches to the 2870-1 

multiplexer channel via the IBM 2821 Control Unit. 

5.1.1.3.3 IBM 2831 Control Unit 

The IBM 2821 Control Unit is used to transmit information be

tween the CPU and the printers and card read punches. It contains the 

circuitry for controlling these devices and for buffering the information 

tion being transmitted. The 2821 is attached to the multiplexer channel 

of the Model 75. A 1,100 line-per-minute printer (1404-4 or 1403-Nl) 

can also be attached to the 2821. 

5.1.1.3.4 IBM 1443-Nl Printer 

The IBM 1443-Nl Printer attaches to the multiplexer channel, 

and has a self contained control unit. With the standard 52 character 

set it is capable of printing 120 print positions per line at up to 

240 lines per minute. 

5.1.1.3.5 IBM 1052-7 Printer Keyboards 

The IBM 1052-7 Printer Keyboard attaches to the IBM 2075 

through a 1052 adapter and the multiplexer channel. It provides printed 
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page output at the Model 75 console and permits manual entries by an 

operator. Characters are transmitted from the 2075-J at a rate of 14.8 

characters per second. 

5.1.1.4 Computer System Support Equipment 

5.1.1.4.1 IBM 2914-1 Switching Unit 

An IBM 2914-1 Switching Unit may switch the Real Time Interface 

Subsystem (2902 MLA, 2701/ICU), the Computer Control Display (2848/2260) 

and the Experiments Printer (2821/1403Nl) between the multiplexer channel 

of anyone of five, selected 360/75 computers in the RTCC. The 2914-1 

is a solid state, passive, manual switching unit with the switching con

trols on a top-mounted control panel. The ALSEP subsystems are connected 

to a 2914-1 with a six-by-four channel switch which permits five (one 

control unit part is not used) CPU's to share up to four I/O strings. 

5.1.1.4.2 

This space intentionally left blank 

5.1.1.5 Computer Control Display and Manual Entry 

The IBM 2260 Display Station is a compact cathode ray tube unit 

used for the local or remote display, in alphameric form, of data from the 

2075-J processing unit. The 2260 is controlled and buffered by its IBM 2848 
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Display Control. The maximum data rate when the 2848 is attached di

rectly to a channel is 2,560 bytes per second. The alphameric keyboard 

allows the user to enter messages into the CPU storage. The message is 

displayed on the screen for verification or editing before it is trans-

ferred from the display control to main storage. The 2848-3 allows 960 

characters (80 in each of 12 lines) to be displayed on th~ 4 by 9 inch 

area. In addition to buffering, the 2848 regenerates the display 30 

times per second for maintenance of its visibility. 

5.1.1.6 Realtime Interface Subsystem 

5.1.1.6.1 IBM 2902 Multiplexer Line Adapter (MLA) 

The IBM 2902 MLA interfaces all of the realtime interfaces 

(except the ICU) to the RTCC. All necessary bit/byte conversions, data 

control, and matching of signal levels and impedance in each adapter 

section are accomplished by the adapter. 

5.1.1.7 ALSEP/ICU Interface 

5.1.1.7.1 IBM 2701-1 Parallel Data Adapter Unit (PDA) 

The ALeS interfaces with the leU via the 2701 PDA. The PDA 

transmits data to the leU transmitter on a demand-response basis 32-bit 

data words plus one odd parity bit. Message length is either 608 or 

1216 bits. The leU receiver transmits 32-bit data words and one odd 

parity bit on a demand-response basis to the PDA. Nineteen transfers are 

are required for each 600-bit block. The 2701 is attached to the multi

plexer channel of the ALeS. The data rate will depend on the channel 

characteristics and the number of peripheral units using the channel 

at once. 



5.1.2 ALSEP Display/Control Subsystem 

5.1.2.1 Analog Display Equipment Group 

5.1.2.1.1 Digital-to-Analog Converter Interface Unit (DACIU) 

The DACIU provides the interfacing, address decoding, and data 

distribution required between the ALCS and the Digital-to-Analog Converter 

Units (DACU) within ALSEP. The ALCS outputs 32-bit words to the DACIU at 

13.568 kbps on a single IBM 2902 Serial Output Adapter. This transfer is 

initiated when the ALCS transmits ready over the ready line to the DACIU 

and the DACIU transmits a ready to receive over the Ready-to-Receive line. 

The DACIU can recognize and process data for a ten or eight bit 

DAC. The first 12 bits of the 32 bit transfer word are the DAC address. 

The first six of the 12 are X address and the second six are Y address. 

The second ten bits are a sync word. If the word is for a ten bit DAC, 

the next ten bits are DAC data; otherwise the next two bits are fill and 

the last eight are DAC data. 

The DACIU uses the 12 X and Y select bits to select the appro

priate DAC over 32X and 32Y select lines. The ten information bits are 

output over ten parallel data lines to the selected DAC. The DACIU indi

cates a transfer over the strobe line to each DACU. Each DACU provides 

two equipment status lines to the DACIU to indicate operational or test 

condition. The DACIU provides to each DACU three remote power control 

lines which consist of power on, power off, and common return lines. 

5.1.2.1.2 Digital-to-Ana1og Converter Unit (DACU) 

The DACs provide the means to drive analog meter displays, 

analog stt'ip chart recorder displays, and seismic recorder displays. The 
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DAC input is the output of the DACIU. Transfer words to the eight bit DAC's 

are on lines three through ten of the ten line parallel interface. The 

DAC converts the input bits to a zero to ten volt level which is accurate 

to one part in 256 for 8-bit DAC's and one part in 1024 for 10-bit DAC's. 

5.1.2.1.3 Analog Patch Rack 

The Analog Patch Rack provides a central point for routing ana

log data within the MCC. The Analog Patch Rack has as inputs all of the 

available DAC outputs. All analog devices, meters, and recorders are wired 

as outputs from the patch board. 

5.1.2.1.4 Seismic (Drum) Recorders 

The Drum Recorders are used to record the analog parameters which 

correspond to seismic experiments. There are eight Drum Recorders which 

are used to support two ALSEP's. The recorders receive their inputs from 

the 10-bit DAC's via a variable low pass filter. The speed of the recorder 

is fixed, but can be changed by replacing the speed control gears. 

5.1.2.1.5 Analog Strip Chart Recorders 

The four analog strip chart recorders are used to simultaneously 

record both analog parameters and time signals. Each recorder can record 

up to eight analog parameters and two events. The speed is variable from 

0.025 mm/sec to 100.0 mm/sec. 

5.1.2.1.6 Analog Meter Panels 

The analog meter panels provide the capability for monitoring 

preselected analog parameters. Each meter has a zero to ten volts range. 

There are three panels with 15 meters each. 
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5.1.3.3 303C Data Modem 

The 303C data modem is utilized in the NASCOM (GSFCjMCC) link, 

for transmission of serial, binary, synchronous polyencrypted data over 

48 KHz group frequency. It is capable of transmitting over group bandwidth 

circuits at 50 kbps and synchronous or nonsynchronous modes of operation. 

The synchronous mode is used with synchronous serial equipment such as 

magnetic tape units, computers, etc. 

5.1.3.4 Polynomial Buffer Terminal (PBT) 

The PBT consists of a common buffer section and control for two 

50.0 KHz line terminals that are switch selected to serve as either a 

serial/parallel, or a parallel/serial transmitter/receiver. In either 

the transmit or receive mode, the PBT selectable buffer collects wideband 

data in blocks of 240,600 or 1200 bits, and encodes or decodes a 33 or 22 

bit polynomial code. 

5.1.3.5 Wide Band Switch Matrix 

The Wide Band Swithc Matrix is located in FACS and provides a 

central point with the MCC for receiving WBD from or transmission of 

WBD to GSFC. 
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5.1.4 Communications, Command and Telemetry System (General Description) 

The Communications, Command, and Telemetry System (CCATS) is the communi

cations data processing system which provides the interface between Mission 

Control Center and outside data circuits of MSFN. 

CCATS terminates outside data (nonvoice) circuits and processes, 

records and routes incoming and outgoing TTY, high speed (HS) and wide 

band (WB) data. This includes normal message routing, decommutation of 

high speed telemetry data and special input interpretation and formatting 

functions relative to command data. Incoming data is monitored, validated, 

and converted for distribution to the RTCC. 

CCATS interfaces with ALCS whenever CCATS is active. This inter

face is through the ALSEPjCCATS Interface Unit (ACIU). CCATS essentially 

throughputs all command data from the ALCS to the MSFN (CCATS online). 

CCATS makes only message accountability changes to the ALCS data blocks 

which it receives. From the CLT in Figure 5A the CCATS configuration is 

the Apollo CCATS configuration. 

CCATS is a computer oriented, realtime processing system comprised 

of the following major components: 

a. Facility Control Subsystem (FACS) - Provides circuit terminals, 

switch matrices, test and monitor bays, patch bays, and error control 

equipment for incoming and outgoing traffic. 

b. Standard Communications Subsystem (SCS) - Provides communica

tions line terminals and multiplexers which connect communications lines 

to the computers and converts serial communications data to parallel bit 

form and vice versa. 
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5.3 Remote Site (Hardware) 

5.3.1 205B Data Modem 

The 205B wireline modem (GSFC/RS) is capable of transmitting digital 

data over NASCOM voice data circuits at 1200 bps, 2400 bps, and 600 bps. The 

modem has an 1800 Hz carrier frequency and employs synchronous 4-phase 

modulation at 1200 baud regardless of the data rate. The data set can be 

used as a full-duplex terminal or as a regenerative repeater. As a terminal 

data set, it can operate at any of the three data rates idependently in 

either direction. 

5.3.2 Data Transmission Unit (DTU) 2008,2010 and 4024 

The DTU provides computer-controlled bidirectional interface between 

the 642B and the high speed data link. The DTU can provide 8 or 10-bit 

parallel transfer between itself and the RSAP. The transfer rate is deter

mined by the clock signals provided by the 205B modems. The DTU has a 

capacity of 80,000 bps, with adjustment. An additional function of the 

DTU is to provide the RSAP with Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) to the nearest 

second. 

5.3.3 Digital Data Distribution Switchboard (1299~ 

The 1299 SIB interconnects equipment of the computer complex. The 

switchboard provides a means of manually changing the system configuration. 

The switching function is easily performed through the 1299 SIB by the use 

of multiple switches, thereby avoiding extensive wiring modification. 

5.3.4 Interface System Adapter (ISA) 

The ISA includes the Dual GMT Buffer and the CAM Adapter. The Dual 

GMT Buffer inputs GMT from the site timing system to the 642B RSAP. 
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The CAM Adapter applies switch closure information to the computers and 

indicator outputs to the CAM keyboards. 

5.3.5 Computer Address Matrix (CAM) 

The CAM is a 5 x 5 matrix used for onsite inputs. The CAM serves 

only as an input request device to the RSAP. Command CAM are classified 

in three categories: 

Command uplink inputs 

Command mode input 

Command related function inputs 

A unique command CAM is required in order to select each command 

mode and command related function. 

5.3.6 642B Computer 

The 642B computer is a general purpose, stored program, digital com

puter. Internal operations of the computer are performed in a parallel 

mode using "one IS compl ement, II bi nary number notati ons. Bi nary cal cul a

tions and logical translations are static; and only the results (in the 

form of arithmetic results and control timing) are clocked. The computer 

word consists of 30 bits, with most operations possible on half words as 

well as on whole words. Single address logic is used in the format. The 

memory section consists of three basic memories: 

Main memory (destructive readout core storage) 

Control memory (destructive readout thin film storage) 

Bootstrap memory (nondestructive readout transformer controlled 

storage) . 
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